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Abstract:
In this paper we argue that Israel’s 1993 decision to lift its gay ban did not influence military
performance. Then, we assess three arguments raised by experts who claim that Israeli
experiences are not relevant for determining what would happen if the U.S. Congress and
Pentagon lifted the American gay ban. In particular, we assess the claims that most gay Israeli
combat soldiers do not disclose their sexuality to peers, that some receive special treatment, and
that cultural differences distinguish the U.S. and Israeli cases. We agree with each argument but
our interpretation of these factors differs from experts who claim that Israeli military experiences
are irrelevant. While no single case study can show decisively what would happen if the U.S.
changed its policy, we suggest that the Israeli experience lends some weight to the claim that
American military effectiveness would not decline if known homosexuals were allowed to serve.
150 words.
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As the number of countries that permit gay and lesbian soldiers to serve in the armed
forces has grown over the past two decades, it has become increasingly important to determine
whether official decisions to include homosexual service members in the military lead to changes
in organizational performance. Although most NATO countries as well as a handful of other
nations allow gay and lesbian soldiers to serve, there has been little empirical analysis of whether
the decision to lift a gay ban influences armed forces’ ability to pursue their missions.
Theoretical studies have addressed this topic but there has been no in-depth empirical work on the
actual consequences of a decision to lift a gay ban.1
Israel is a case in point. A few scholars conducted careful studies in the immediate
aftermath of Israel’s 1993 decision to abolish restrictions on gay and lesbian soldiers. However,
the long-term impact of the new policy was not yet apparent and even the most thorough of these
early analyses is only eight pages long.2 Our rationale for considering more recent evidence that
accumulated in the seven years since Israel lifted its gay ban is that with a history of over half a
century of continuous military engagement, the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) is considered to be
one of the premiere fighting forces in the world. Hence, the Israeli case affords an opportunity to
examine the impact of lifting a gay ban in a high-stakes security context. After discussing the
historical evolution of homosexual personnel policy in Israel, we examine whether Israel’s
decision to abolish restrictions on gay and lesbian soldiers influenced military performance,
readiness, cohesion or morale. Finally, we ask if lessons from the Israeli case may be relevant for
determining whether lifting the American gay ban would undermine the effectiveness of the U.S.
armed forces. Our findings are that Israel’s decision to lift its gay ban had no impact on
performance and that despite differences between the two cases, lessons from the Israeli
experience are relevant for determining what would happen if the U.S. Congress and Pentagon
lifted the American gay ban.
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The Israel Defense Forces plays a central role in the daily life and identity of the Israeli
people.3 Since its founding in 1948, Israel has fought five major wars, conducted numerous
major operations against hostile neighbors and supplied an army of occupation in the West Bank
and Gaza for more than 30 years. The wide-ranging and extensive nature of these operations has
provided the IDF with nearly unparalleled combat experience. Israelis rely on a strong military to
ensure their safety as citizens and as a nation, and the IDF has been central to the Israeli sense of
mission concerning the renewal of the Jewish homeland. Although the prestige of the IDF has
declined somewhat in recent years and although it no longer plays as prominent a role in the
nation-building process as it once did, the IDF remains an important institution in Israeli life and
the boundaries between civilian and military culture “remain porous or, according to some views,
virtually nonexistent”.4
The IDF acts as an important agent of socialization for Israelis as well. Military service
is mandatory for Jewish men and women at the age of 18 and it provides a common experience
for young Israelis entering adulthood. Men serve for three years and women serve for just under
two years. While women do not serve in combat and primarily occupy support roles, in recent
years they have gained greater access to a range of opportunities such as elite fighter pilot
training. Once Israelis complete active duty, men remain in the reserves until they are 55 and
women serve in the reserves until they marry or turn 24. Because Israel is home to a large
number of immigrants and includes people with diverse cultural, religious and socio-economic
backgrounds, the IDF still embraces the ideals of a melting pot for many Israeli groups.5
The Israeli military never has formally prohibited service by homosexuals. Because of
the personnel demands of a nation continuously at war, the IDF generally has pursued an
officially inclusive conscription policy. Before 1980, however, known homosexuals usually were
discharged. In 1983, the IDF for the first time officially spelled out regulations relating to
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homosexuality in the Manpower Division Standing Order K31-11-01, ‘Service of Homosexuals
in the IDF’. The regulation stated that homosexuals would not be limited in their positions or
discharged from service solely because of their sexual orientation. It did, however, prohibit
sexual minorities from serving in top secret and intelligence positions. The order required
officers to refer suspected homosexuals to a mental health evaluation center to determine whether
they were a security risk and maintained sufficient “mental strength and maturity” for military
service. Based upon the results of the evaluation, the Field Security Department could decide to
do nothing, terminate the soldier’s service, limit his or her deployment, or conduct an extensive
security investigation. The IDF did not maintain regulations that were specific to homosexual
behavior as military codes prohibited all sexual activity, whether homosexual or heterosexual, on
military bases as well as sexual relationships between officers and their subordinates.6
In 1993, the IDF faced mounting opposition to its restrictive policy in the wake of the
Knesset’s first hearings on homosexual issues. Professor Uzi Even, chairman of Tel Aviv
University’s Chemistry Department, created a public sensation when he testified that he had been
stripped of his rank of officer and barred from sensitive IDF research in the 1980s because of his
sexual orientation. Even conducted highly classified military research for 15 years and was open
about his sexual orientation and therefore not at-risk for blackmail when the IDF revoked his
security clearance.7 His testimony “created a public storm – against the military and for Even”. 8
In response, the IDF issued a statement declaring that it did not discriminate against gays and
lesbians and did not prohibit homosexuals as a group from sensitive assignments. Prime Minister
Rabin declared that “I don’t see any reason to discriminate against homosexuals” and he called
for a military committee to explore the matter.9
The military committee then drafted amendments to the 1983 order that officially
“recogniz[ed] that homosexuals are entitled to serve in the military as are others” and declared
that sexual minorities would be judged fit for service “according to the criteria in force for all
candidates for security service”.10 The amendments also shifted the assumption of security risk
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away from sexual minorities as a group. As a rule, placement or advancement of sexual
minorities in the military would not be restricted. Cases where a possible security risk existed
were to be handled on an individual basis. According to official policy, gay and lesbian soldiers
were to be treated the same as their heterosexual peers.

EFFECT OF IDF INCLUSION OF SEXUAL MINORITIES
In order to determine whether Israel’s decision to lift its gay ban undermined military
performance, cohesion, readiness, or morale, we gathered information systematically from six
different types of publicly available Hebrew and English language sources including (1) all
published, scholarly books and journal articles on the topic; (2) interviews of all known experts
on the issue of gays in the Israeli military from the Defense Ministry, the IDF, Israeli and
American universities and civil rights organizations (n=35); (3) all newspaper articles and wire
service dispatches relating to homosexual service in the IDF stored in the Lexis/Nexis Middle
East database (1985-2000; n= 24); (4) all articles on Hebrew University’s internet collection of
newspaper and magazine stories concerning sexual minorities (1993-2000; n=199); (5) Fourteen
Israeli web sites related to gay and lesbian issues; (6) government documents including
transcripts of Knesset hearings and military orders relevant to homosexual service in the IDF.
Although our footnotes do not include citations to most of these sources, we examined all of them
and included the most relevant references in the paper. Certainly it is possible that we missed
some evidence although we tried to ensure that our universe of sources was comprehensive. For
example, we asked interview subjects repeatedly to suggest additional experts from different
sectors and we contacted all suggested individuals.
In our search for published evidence in English and in Hebrew we have not been able to
find any data indicating that lifting the gay ban undermined Israeli military performance,
cohesion, readiness or morale. In addition, none of the thirty-five experts we interviewed could
recount any indication that the lifting of the gay ban compromised military effectiveness. The
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comments of Professor Stuart Cohen, a Professor and Senior Research Fellow at the Center for
Strategic Studies at Bar-Ilan University who has written extensively on the Israeli military, were
typical of our findings: “As far as I have been able to tell, homosexuals do not constitute an issue
[with respect to] unit cohesion in the IDF. In fact, the entire subject is very marginal indeed as far
as this military is concerned”.11 In a recent interview for ABC news, Israeli Brigadier-General
Oded Ben commented that Israelis show “a great tolerance” with respect to homosexual soldiers
in the military.12 Scholars, officials, NGO observers, and service members interviewed for this
report echoed the theme of tolerance put forward by the Brigadier-General. When asked if she
had experienced any problems because of her sexual orientation, for example, a female soldier
who served between 1993 and 1996 stated: “I was quite amazed to find out that people either
thought that my sexual orientation was ‘cool’ or were indifferent to it”.13 Amir Fink, the coauthor of Independence Park: The Lives of Gay Men in Israel, argues that the IDF policy
changes, among larger societal changes, have resulted in a more open attitude in the military: “I
believe that … after the 1993 change in regulations there are more soldiers who are aware of the
fact that there are gays in the unit and [that] they should treat them decently”.14
In an October, 1999 article on sexual minorities in the military entitled “Coming Out of
the Kitbag”, the IDF newspaper Ba’machne includes comments from seventeen heterosexual
soldiers about their attitudes toward having a gay commander.15 While the responses do not
constitute a representative sample of heterosexual IDF personnel, they are consistent with the
results of our interviews and literature searches. Two of the seventeen soldiers (12 percent)
interviewed for the Ba’machne article felt that serving under a homosexual commander would
constitute a problem for them. One soldier explained that “The truth is it would be a bit strange
for me. Not that I am primitive or homophobic, but among my friends there aren’t any gays. I
would try to get used to the idea and if I did not succeed I would request a transfer. I do not think
that gays are less good, but it would be a bit difficult or strange for me”. The rest of the
respondents stated that the sexual orientation of their commanding officer would not make a
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difference to them. Ayah provides one example of this attitude: “I respect gays a lot. There is no
problem with their service in the Army. It is none of my business if my commanding officer is
gay. If he has already decided to participate this does not have to interfere with work…”
While the question posed about working under a gay commander did not address the
issue of showering together specifically, twelve of the respondents brought up this issue as well.
Three soldiers expressed some concern about showering with a homosexual solider, although
they stated that in general they did not have a problem with gay soldiers. Second Lieutenant Gal
in Human Resources explained his feelings: “I don’t have anything against homosexuals in the
army. They’re citizens of Israel like you and me. The sexual orientation of the workers around
me doesn’t interest me. It does interest me if his output suffers from it, maybe if it bothers him
and he needs help. I wouldn’t shower with him. There are cubicles here at [the officer’s training
base]”. Eight of the respondents stated that they have no problems showering with sexual
minorities. Dima, an officer, expressed the prevailing view of the respondents who brought up
the issue: “They’re citizens of the state, like all the other citizens. I think that even if they have a
different sexual orientation, that doesn’t have anything to do with hateful feelings. I don’t have a
problem showering with [homosexuals]. It seems to me that it wouldn’t be a problem”.
No statistics have been collected on the number of incidents of harassment of known
homosexual soldiers in the IDF. In 1993, in the wake of the changes in IDF policies toward
homosexuals, the Knesset empanelled a committee to investigate complaints of harassment. Uzi
Even, who was involved in the review, stated that none of the cases had their roots in anti-gay
bias.16 Brigadier-General Uri Shoham, the military’s judge advocate general, reported recently
that harassment because of sexual orientation is very rare and that he could remember few, if any,
cases. He further stated that that he had never had to deal with harassment against gay troops in
his career as a military lawyer. Because individual commanders generally handle harassment,
however, Shoham’s lack of knowledge of such cases does not mean that problems have not
occurred.17 For example, a female officer presently in the IDF told us that she experienced
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general acceptance from most of her superiors and peers. She said that “In the unit I serve in I
have heard of no discrimination (in either direction) toward gays”. She added, however, that
“[r]umors (usually from the news) do show the existence of some such problems in ‘closed units’
([w]here one lives on base)”.18
Walzer uncovered two cases of harassment of homosexual soldiers in the IDF. In one
case, a female former soldier recounted in 1997 how the male officers on her base tried to sleep
with female soldiers: “The thing was that any girl who refused got a reputation as a lesbian. And
the way it was portrayed was very dirty. It’s true that none of them were lesbians, but the
response to them was so harsh that I didn’t dare say anything”.19 Even though her commander
eventually dealt with the problem, the humiliating treatment convinced her to keep silent about
her own sexual orientation. When told of the two examples of harassment, Brigadier-General
Shoham replied that if they were the only cases that had come to light, the military’s policy could
be considered quite successful. In light of his research, Walzer believes that vicious harassment
of sexual minorities in the IDF is rare.
The IDF does not conduct any special education or sensitivity training related to sexual
orientation issues. In contrast, the Israeli military provides training on sexual abuse of women
and harassment of new immigrants and Mizrachim, Israelis of North African or Middle Eastern
origin.20 One board member of Agudaht Zechuyot Ha-ezrach, Israel’s primary gay-rights group,
expressed overall approval of the military’s policies toward sexual minorities but other scholars
and representatives of gay rights groups have declared that the IDF could do more to address the
concerns of sexual minorities in the military and that many soldiers are not aware of official
policy.21
The findings that emerged from our interviews and literature searches are consistent with
brief reports on the IDF prepared by the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) and the RAND
corporation in the immediate aftermath of Israel’s 1993 decision to abolish restrictions on gay and
lesbian soldiers.22 In interviews with embassy and IDF officials, active and reserve military
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personnel, scholars, a member of the Knesset, and personnel from the leading homosexual rights
and civil rights groups in Israel, RAND and GAO researchers found that Israel’s long-standing
informal inclusion of homosexuals in the military had neither created internal problems nor
jeopardized combat units. Officials interviewed for the GAO report stated that homosexual
soldiers performed as well as heterosexual soldiers. Based on the officials’ experience,
homosexual soldiers had not adversely affected “unit readiness, effectiveness, cohesion, or
morale”.23 Security personnel noted that homosexual soldiers were able to hold security
clearances without posing an unnecessary security risk. Gal, the director of the Israeli Institute
for Military Studies, affirmed the findings of the GAO and RAND studies: “According to
military reports, [homosexuals’] presence, whether openly or clandestinely, has not impaired the
morale, cohesion, readiness, or security of any unit. Perhaps the best indication of this overall
perspective is the relative smoothness with which the most recent June 1993 repeal of the
remaining restrictions on homosexuals was received within the IDF and in Israeli society as a
whole”.24
In the context of a country continuously at war, lack of service is considered suspect.
Unrestricted participation in the military by sexual minorities therefore serves to bolster the core
Israeli value of common defense of the nation rather than threaten military cohesion or morale.
When asked if he had heard any suggestion by military officials that known homosexuals affected
operational effectiveness, combat readiness or unit cohesion, a board member of the homosexualrights groups Agudaht Zechuyot Ha-ezrach responded: “No, I have never heard any such
nonsense”.25

RELEVANCE TO THE AMERICAN CASE
The issue of gays in the military has been hotly contested in the United States in recent
years. When President Bill Clinton attempted to force the Pentagon to allow known gays and
lesbians to serve in the military at the beginning of his administration, Congress reacted by
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including new statutory guidelines for homosexual service members in the National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994. According to the compromise referred to as “Don’t-Ask,
Don’t-Tell” that was embodied in Congressional law as well as Pentagon implementing
regulations, known homosexuals are not allowed to serve in the U.S. armed forces. The unit
cohesion rationale, the official justification for the new policy, is that if known gays and lesbians
were allowed to serve, unit cohesion, performance, readiness and morale would decline.26
During Congressional hearings that culminated in the passage of “Don’t-Ask, Don’tTell” and on numerous occasions since that time, scholars and experts debated whether the
experiences of foreign militaries might confirm or falsify the plausibility of the unit cohesion
rationale.27 Experts who advocate allowing known gays and lesbians in the U.S. armed forces
often claim that foreign military experiences prove that performance does not decline after the
lifting of a gay ban. Critics often respond that foreign experiences are irrelevant to the American
case and that they do not show that the U.S. military would remain effective if the gay ban were
lifted.
In the case of Israel, experts have raised three arguments to bolster their claim that the
evidence from the IDF is irrelevant for determining whether the U.S. military would remain
effective if the gay ban were lifted. First, they have argued that even though Israel lifted all
restrictions on homosexuals in 1993, no known gay and lesbian soldiers have served in combat or
intelligence units of the IDF. Second, they say that large organizational and cultural differences
distinguish the American and Israeli cases. Third, experts claim that gay and lesbian soldiers
receive special treatment in the IDF. We agree or partially agree with all of these arguments.
Our interpretation of these findings, however, differs from experts who claim that foreign military
experiences are irrelevant. While no single case study can show decisively what would happen if
the U.S. changed its policy, lessons from the Israeli experience seem to us to be relevant for
determining what would happen if the U.S. Congress and Pentagon lifted the American gay ban.
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In particular, we believe that the Israeli experience lends some weight to the claim that American
military effectiveness would not decline if known homosexuals were allowed to serve.

Known gay and lesbian soldiers in combat and intelligence units of the IDF
According to Professor Charles Moskos, one of the principle architects of “Don’t-Ask,
Don’t Tell”, there are no known gay and lesbian soldiers in combat or intelligence units of the
IDF. During testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee in 1993, Moskos stated that
known gay soldiers were not assigned to elite combat units, did not work for intelligence units,
and did not hold command positions in any branch.28 In later work, Moskos reaffirmed that “gays
are excluded from elite combat units, and most sleep at their own homes rather than in
barracks”.29 During two recent appearances on National Public Radio, Moskos said that there are
no known gay soldiers in combat or intelligence units of the IDF.30
Our findings indicate that Moskos is partially correct. As is true with many militaries, a
distinction must be made between official IDF policy concerning sexual minorities and the
realities of informal IDF practices and culture. Like the rest of Israeli society, the IDF was until
recently an environment in which sexual minorities were largely invisible. Prior to the lifting of
the ban in 1993, the vast majority of gay and lesbian soldiers kept their sexual orientation private
due to fears of both official sanctions and ostracism from fellow soldiers.31 Lesbian and gay
soldiers often preferred to wait until reserve service to be more open about their sexual identity
since the atmosphere was less restrictive and more conducive to a separate personal life. Rafi
Niv, a journalist who writes on gay issues, confirmed in 1993 that “Most gay soldiers I know are
in the closet”.32
Even before Israel lifted its gay ban in 1993, however, some known gay and lesbian
soldiers did serve in the IDF and some were promoted through the ranks and served in positions
requiring top security clearances. In 1993, for example, an Israeli Military Attaché assigned to
the Embassy in Washington, D.C. declared that Israel did not have a blanket ban on homosexuals
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for top-secret positions.33 Gal reported in 1994 that prior to the lifting of the ban, much latitude
normally was given when a seasoned soldier was discovered suddenly to be a homosexual. He
said that homosexual soldiers did in fact serve openly in units with top security clearances and
that soldiers who excelled were unlikely to be removed once their sexual orientation was
revealed. According to Gal, “Commanding officers, even in highly classified intelligence units,
who had homosexual soldiers who performed satisfactorily under their command refrained from
enforcing [the ban on homosexuals in sensitive units]”.34
All available evidence suggests that the IDF continues to be a place where many
homosexual soldiers choose not to disclose their sexual orientation. As more gay Israelis have
grown comfortable about expressing their orientation in recent years, however, greater openness
has been found in the military as well.35 A woman who decided to bring her partner to one of her
base’s social events in 1997 explains that “the decision was preceded by consultations with my
professional commander… He recommended to me quite warmly not to hide my sexual
orientation and promised to support me professionally if there were any problems following my
revelation”.36 A June, 2000 Israeli television broadcast that was sanctioned by the IDF featured
homosexual active-duty and reserve soldiers discussing their experiences of being gay in the
military.37 Walzer found that military personnel generally reported positive responses to their
coming out and in 1997 he spotted a soldier in uniform at a gay pride march. When asked if
appearing in uniform could cause problems with military officials, the soldier replied: “No, not at
all. I can come here in uniform. The military command is accepting of [gay and lesbian
soldiers]”.38 An officer interviewed for this report had no problems rising through the ranks as an
out lesbian. When asked how overall attitudes had changed from before the 1993 policy change,
the major replied: “I have felt a change for the better, mainly in the attitude of security officers,
but not as big a change (because not as big a change was needed) as it seems by the change in
army regulations”.39 While no official statistics exist on the number of known gay and lesbian
soldiers in the IDF today, these and other sources indicate growing openness.
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Even though we agree that most homosexuals in IDF combat and intelligence units do not
acknowledge their sexual orientation to peers, it is also true that some known gays do serve in
such units. Indeed, some IDF combat and intelligence units have developed a reputation as
particularly welcoming to gay and lesbian soldiers and some have developed a gay culture.
Ro’ei, a tank corps soldier, reported in 1999 that “I have not had any problems being gay. On the
contrary, in my base we had a large gay contingent. You would come to the base, and you know
one other gay person, who knows another gay person, etc…In my basic training, people knew
that I was gay and it was enough that there was one homophobe in my unit… After that, I had
nothing to be afraid of. People come out of the closet while they are civilians, why could I not do
it during the Army. Sometimes, it’s even easier because you are protected from society. You
don’t have friends from the same town so you can be more open in the Army”.40
Kaplan and Ben-Ari conducted in-depth interviews with 21 self-identified gay IDF
combat soldiers and found that five of them (23.8 percent) were known to be homosexual by at
least one other member in their combat unit.41 And, as this study goes to press, Kaplan and
Belkin are in the process of administering a survey to determine if known gays serve in IDF
combat units. Full details of our study will be reported in a subsequent publication, but our
results thus far deserve mention. To date, we have administered a survey to 268 IDF service
members that includes the following question: “Do you know (or have known in the past) a
homosexual or lesbian soldier in your unit”? Our results are as follows: among combat soldiers
(n=136), yes=17%; maybe = 23%; no =60%; among non-combat soldiers (n=132), yes=20%;
maybe=14%; no=64%.
If we estimate conservatively that two percent of Israel’s 130,000 active duty land forces
are gay, and if we extrapolate based on Kaplan’s finding that 23.8 percent of gay combat soldiers
are known by at least one peer to be homosexual, then we can estimate that 2,600 active duty IDF
foot soldiers are gay and that 619 of them are known by at least one member of their unit to be
homosexual.42 Even if this informal estimate is wildly exaggerated, recall that opponents of
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lifting the ban claim that no known gays serve in combat and intelligence units in Israel. Even in
combat and intelligence units with known gay soldiers, however, we found no evidence of a
deterioration in cohesion, performance, readiness or morale. Generals, ministry officials,
scholars, and NGO observers all have claimed that their presence has not eroded cohesion,
performance, readiness or morale.
Those who believe that low disclosure rates underscore the irrelevance of foreign military
experiences assume that if the American ban were lifted, many gays and lesbians would reveal
their sexual orientation. This assumption seems highly questionable. A considerable amount of
evidence suggests that gay and lesbian soldiers in the U.S. and in Israel are driven by the same
factor: they reveal their sexual orientation only when safe to do so. With regard to Israel, Fink
confirmed the impression of numerous experts who we interviewed: “… I think it really depends
on the unit and on the commanders in the specific unit. In some units it will be really a piece of
cake to come out and people [will find] it something that makes their unit more diverse, more
interesting. … There are other units in which especially a commander can be a conservative or
homophobic and not help the gay soldier to be part of the unit …”43
The same calculus motivates Americans. For example, a study of American police
departments that allow open homosexuals to serve identified seven known gays in the Chicago
Police Department and approximately 100 in the New York Police Department.44 Several
different factors may account for the variation in disclosure rates but scholars who have compared
organizations believe that much if not most of the variance reflects the fact that safety is the
primary determinant of Americans’ decisions to reveal sexual orientation. Since safety varies
from organization to organization depending on whether leaders express clear messages in
support of integration, disclosure rates vary as well. Koegel claims that “Perhaps one of the most
salient factors that influences whether homosexual police officers or firefighters make their
sexual orientation known to their departments is their perception of the climate…[T]he more
hostile the environment, the less likely it was that people publicly acknowledged their
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homosexuality”.45 Similar variance can be found in the U.S. military and a recent study found
that while 21.2 percent of naval officers know a gay sailor, only 4.1 percent of Marine officers
know a gay Marine.46 It seems likely to us that this difference results from the fact that it is safer
to reveal one’s homosexuality in the U.S. Navy than in the Marines. Indeed at least one study has
found the U.S. Navy to be more tolerant toward homosexuals than the Marines.47
To summarize our response to the first argument, known homosexuals do not undermine
cohesion and performance in Israeli combat and intelligence units. And, the fact that many gay
Israeli soldiers choose not to reveal their orientation does not indicate that the Israeli experience
is irrelevant for determining what would happen if the U.S. lifted its gay ban. On the contrary,
the evidence shows that both Israelis and Americans come out of the closet only when it is safe to
do so. Scholars who believe that many American gays and lesbians would reveal their sexual
orientation if the ban were lifted need to answer two questions. First, if American culture or the
American gay rights movement are primary determinants of disclosure rates, then why have so
few homosexuals revealed their sexual orientation in some U.S. police and fire departments that
allow known gays to serve? And second, why do the majority of gay Israeli soldiers decline to
reveal their sexual orientation despite the recent emergence of an Israeli gay rights movement that
includes widely-attended pride parades and civic and human rights organizations? Even the
Pentagon’s own studies have found that gay and lesbian soldiers are as committed to national
security, patriotism, and military effectiveness as their heterosexual peers.48 To suggest that they
would reveal their sexual orientation when doing so would undermine their personal safety or the
effectiveness of their units seems to contradict the available evidence.

Special Treatment
Experts who claim that foreign experiences are irrelevant for determining if lifting the
gay ban would undermine American military performance argue that although many nations
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allow homosexuals to serve in their armed forces, gay soldiers receive special treatment in these
cases. Even if the decision to allow known homosexuals to serve does not harm the military, the
special treatment that gays and lesbians receive can undermine cohesion, performance, readiness
and morale. In the case of Israel, for example, Moskos, has noted that while it is true that gays
are expected to fulfill their military obligation, it is also true that they receive de facto special
treatment. For example, gay soldiers are assigned to ‘open’ bases, allowing them to commute to
and from home and to sleep at their own homes rather than in barracks.49
Similar to the argument about the absence of known gays and lesbians in combat and
intelligence units, we have found that Moskos’s claim about special treatment is partially correct.
Some evidence suggests that prior to the 1993 decision, the IDF treated homosexual and
heterosexual soldiers equally in many cases. For example, Gal noted that “aside from a few
exceptions, “homosexuality has almost no bearing on an individual’s military career”.50 Colonel
Ron Levy, a former head of the IDF mental health system, insisted that homosexuals were not
discriminated against by the military as a group.51
However, other data confirm that treatment of gays and lesbians was not always equitable
before the 1993 regulatory changes. Gal Uchovsky, a journalist who analyzed IDF treatment of
gays and lesbians, stated that “It’s a question of who you are and where you serve”.52 An openly
gay reservist for an intelligence unit who had access to top-secret material told one journalist that
everyone knew that he and several other of the unit’s members were gay. “It’s not an issue,” he
said. But he added after a pause, “in my unit”.53 Ilan Sheinfeld, a reserve tank crew member,
reported that security officers reduced his security ranking and allegedly bugged his phone
although they did let up after he was transferred to another job. Sheinfeld declared that “One hand
doesn’t know what the other is doing”.54
No quantitative data are available on whether sexual minorities continue to face increased
scrutiny for promotions and sensitive positions. Publicly, the IDF insists that homosexual
soldiers are screened for positions according to the same standards as heterosexual soldiers. For
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example, Brigadier-General Shoham, the judge advocate general, stated in 1998 that the IDF
accords equal rights and duties to gay and lesbian soldiers. The commander in charge of draftees
also reported in 1999 that “we are not interested in the sexual orientation of the soldiers”.55 In
support of these claims, a Board member of Israel’s primary gay rights organization who was
interviewed for this report knew of no cases in which a soldier had been denied benefits,
promotions or assignments because of his or her sexual orientation.56 A review of newspaper
articles and web sites related to lesbian and gay issues in Israel also uncovered no stories of
soldiers who were denied promotions because of their sexual orientation.
Even though available information suggests that official treatment of sexual minorities
has become more equitable since the 1993 removal of homosexual restrictions, however, it seems
clear that sexual minorities do not always enjoy equal rights and that they continue to be viewed
with an increased level of scrutiny by some commanders. Official differentiation still exists, if
perhaps in a more muted form. For example, the IDF negotiated the first settlement providing
survivor benefits to a same-sex partner in 1997. However, the same-sex survivor received less
than the full monetary compensation usually given to war widows and widowers. While there are
no rules against promoting gays and lesbians, a clinical psychiatrist stated that soldiers in her care
still “suspect that if they come out, they won’t get a good position”.57 Kaplan and Ben-Ari
conclude that “The new policy has only partly percolated into practice. Similar to what has been
found among other nations of NATO, full integration has tended to lag behind policy changes”.58
Despite the lack of perfectly equal treatment in all cases, several important qualifications
should be noted. To begin, we found that unequal treatment is rare and that most Israeli gay and
lesbian soldiers are treated the same as their heterosexual peers most of the time.59 Gay soldiers
are assigned to open as well as closed bases and most cases of unequal treatment that we found
consisted of local attempts to resolve problems flexibly rather than systematic extensions of
special rights. For example, some heterosexual soldiers are allowed to live off-base or to change
units if they are having trouble with their group. And, some commanders allow heterosexual
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soldiers to shower privately. When gay soldiers encounter hostility from others in their units, the
issue tends to be handled as a discrete situation rather than the symptom of a systemic problem.
Most importantly, we have not found any evidence to show that differential treatment has
undermined performance, cohesion, readiness, or morale. Indeed, most of the experts who
confirmed that Israel’s decision to lift its gay ban did not undermine performance, cohesion,
readiness, or morale also confirmed that the treatment of gays and lesbians has not been perfectly
equitable in all cases. Despite their awareness that treatment has not been perfectly equitable at
all times, all experts agreed that lifting the gay ban did not undermine military effectiveness.

Organizational and Cultural differences
A third argument that experts have invoked to show that foreign military experiences are
irrelevant for determining whether lifting the gay ban would undermine American military
performance is that important organizational and cultural differences distinguish the United States
from other countries that allow known homosexuals to serve. More specifically, they argue that
the U.S. military is a unique institution that cannot be equated with foreign armed forces. In
addition, unlike most other countries, the United States is home to powerful gay rights groups as
well as large and highly organized conservative organizations.
In the case of Israel, this argument is correct. We believe that several important
organizational and cultural differences distinguish the Israeli and American cases. To begin,
many American citizens do not regard service in the armed forces as a necessary rite of passage.
In Israel, on the other hand, the prevalence of security issues and the system of near-universal
conscription have made participation in the IDF the primary rite of passage into Israeli citizenship
and a necessary precondition for consideration as a full member of society. Although the
military’s prestige has declined somewhat in recent years, full participation in the armed forces
by gays and lesbians still is seen by many as the fulfillment of a shared responsibility to defend
the nation rather than as a threat to military stability. According to Walzer, “the IDF has been a
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unifying, uniform experience for Israeli Jews; those who escape service, namely the ultraOrthodox, are highly resented by most Israeli Jews. That gays and lesbians seek to contribute to
their country through military service is an affirmation of what the IDF tries to represent itself as:
an institution that brings the diverse strata of Israeli society together”.60 Because almost all
Israelis serve in the armed forces, unit counselors who confront problems involving adjustment to
military life and interpersonal relations emphasize flexibility and mutual accommodation. In the
American armed forces, by contrast, the system of voluntary enlistment forces the military to
compete with private sector employers who might offer more promising career options to
potential recruits.
Another distinction between the two cases is that Israeli society does not have a
longstanding tradition of anti-gay violence or hatred of homosexuals although observers have
spoken of “a strong heterosexist outlook, in which one is presumed to be straight”.61 In the
military context, IDF commanders do not use negative images of homosexuality as a motivator in
basic training and they do not use the Hebrew equivalent of ‘faggot’ to humiliate soldiers who
perform poorly. While the term ‘homo’ gets used, primarily it is employed by soldiers teasing
each other.62
Finally, unlike sexual minorities in the United States, homosexuals in Israel did not begin
to develop a semi-autonomous culture or organized political movement until the late 1980s and
early 1990s. Walzer says that until recently, the Israeli gay and lesbian community was not
mobilized to demand its rights and that legislative victories such as the repeal of the sodomy law
resulted from “top-down” elite action rather than grassroots political pressure. Conversely, antigay forces are not organized into social movements in Israel. For example, in the early 1990s
GAO researchers who attempted to contact organizations that oppose homosexual participation in
the military were told that none exist.63
Despite organizational and cultural differences, we do not believe that the Israeli
experience is irrelevant for determining whether American military effectiveness would suffer if
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known homosexuals were allowed to serve in the U.S. armed forces. To begin, organizational
structure does not seem to play an important role in determining whether the lifting of a gay ban
undermines military performance. No two militaries are exactly the same and the twenty-three
armed forces that have lifted their gay bans include different organizational configurations.64 For
example, some militaries such as the Canadian Forces are volunteer organizations that are not
central to national identity while others such as the Israel Defense Forces are conscript militaries
that play a more prominent role in the nation’s consciousness. In the 26 years since the Dutch
military became the first to lift its ban in 1974, no countries that have decided to allow known
homosexuals to serve have reported a decrease in military performance.65 Given that
organizational particularities do not determine whether the lifting of a gay ban undermines the
armed forces, the institutional differences that distinguish the Israeli and American militaries do
not support the argument that IDF experiences are irrelevant for determining what would happen
if the U.S. allowed known homosexuals to serve.
With respect to cultural differences, the Israeli public is not completely accepting of
homosexuality and American society is not completely intolerant. Under traditional Jewish law,
sex between two men is considered unclean and a 1983 study found Israelis to be considerably
less tolerant of homosexuality than Americans.66 Although Israeli culture has become more
tolerant since the 1983 study, religious parties continue to oppose gay rights and gay and lesbian
soldiers in the IDF continue to serve in the context of a macho organizational culture that
promotes a masculinity oriented to heterosexuality and bonding through jokes about women and
homosexuals. While Israeli commanders do not use the Hebrew equivalent of the word “faggot”,
poor combat performance often is equated with childishness and femininity and “…images of
combat soldiers as masculine, tough and team oriented are often contrasted with stereotypes of
homosexuality as characterized by effeminacy, mental illness, promiscuity, loneliness and
insecurity”.67 A study by Sion and Ben-Ari of the humor used in two elite combat units found
that jocularity about sexuality was explicitly heterosexual and included jokes and stories about
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homosexuals.68 Discussions of women and sex continue to be a uniting factor for unit personnel,
even as the strong bond created in small units permits expressions of affection that would
generally be avoided in all-male groups.69 Just as Israeli culture is not completely tolerant,
American culture is not completely intolerant. For example, a recent Gallup poll shows that 70
percent of Americans believe that gays should be allowed to serve in the military and a recent
Harris poll shows that 48 percent of Americans believe that known gays should be allowed to
serve in the military.70
More importantly, tolerant national climates are not necessary for maintaining cohesion,
readiness, morale, and performance after the integration of a minority group into the military.
Among the twenty-three nations that allow known gays and lesbians to serve in the military,
many include powerful social and political groups that oppose gay rights.71 It would not be
possible for the numerous American police and fire departments that include known homosexuals
to continue to function smoothly if a fully tolerant national climate were necessary for the
maintenance of organizational effectiveness. Without equating the experiences of sexual and
racial minorities, the U.S. military allowed African American soldiers to serve on an equal basis
when sixty three percent of the American public opposed integration.72 We do not equate the
experiences of sexual and racial minorities but we do believe that the racial example shows that
tolerant cultural climates are not necessary for maintaining organizational effectiveness when
minority groups are integrated into the military. According to a recent study, “if the military
services are eventually ordered to cease excluding homosexuals who engage in homosexual
behavior, they will do so quite effectively and without major incidents, provided that the
leadership…clearly communicate[s] support for the change”.73
CONCLUSION
In our comprehensive search for published evidence and our interviews with all known
experts on homosexuality in the IDF, we were not able to find any data suggesting that Israel’s
decision to lift its gay ban undermined operational effectiveness, combat readiness, unit cohesion
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or morale. In this security-conscious country where the military is considered to be essential to
the continued existence of the nation, the decision to include sexual minorities has not harmed
IDF effectiveness. In addition, while no official statistics are available for harassment rates of
sexual minorities in the IDF, scholars, military officials and representatives of gay organizations
alike assert that vicious harassment is rare. Despite the facts that the majority of gay combat
soldiers do not disclose their sexual orientation to peers, that some gay soldiers receive special
treatment, and that important organizational and cultural differences distinguish the Israeli and
American cases, we believe that the Israeli experience supports the claim that American military
effectiveness would not decline if known homosexuals were allowed to serve.
Professor Laura Miller has argued that although straight soldiers' reactions to open gays
could undermine unit cohesion in the U.S. military, merely lifting the gay ban would not
undermine cohesion, morale, readiness or performance.74 Miller, whose conclusions are based on
interviews she conducted over the past ten years with thousands of American soldiers, reasons
that few gays or lesbians would come out of the closet in units where hostility and homophobia
prevailed. Rather, Miller believes that American gay and lesbian soldiers would disclose their
sexual orientation to peers only when they believed it was safe to do so. In other words, Miller
draws a sharp distinction between the effect of the decision to lift a gay ban and the effect of the
presence of known gays and lesbians in the military. The Israeli case seems to us to confirm
Miller’s distinction.
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Brom, Shlomo. Brigadier-General (ret.) and Research Fellow, Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies,
Tel Aviv University. March 6, 2000.
Cohen, Stuart. Professor of Political Studies and Senior Research Fellow, Center for Strategic
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Dale, Andrew. Israeli Citizen. February 3, April 13, and April 15, 2000.
D. Monica. Shatil Organization, New Israel Fund, March 16, 2000.
Demchak, Chris. Professor of Political Science and Public Administration, University of Arizona.
April 11, 2000.
El-Ad, Hagai. U.S. Coordinator for Jerusalem Open House. March 7, 2000.
Drori, Gili. Post-Doctoral Candidate, Center for International Security and Cooperation, Stanford
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Gabbay, Raanan. Board Member and Chair of the Overseas Relations Committee of Agudaht
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Gal, Reuven. Director, Israeli Institute for Military Studies. April 5, 2000.
Galili, Shuly. New Israel Fund, San Francisco Office. February 19, 2000.
Giladi, Eival. IDF Lt. General and Research Fellow, Center for International Security and
Cooperation, Stanford University. March 29, 2000.
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Gross, Aeyal. Professor of Law, Tel Aviv University. March 4, 28 and 29, 2000.
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Heller, Mark. Research Fellow, Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies, Tel Aviv University. February
27, 2000.
Kaplan, Daniel. Scholar and Author of David, Jonathan and Other Soldiers. February 19, March
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Lev, Shai. Deputy Director, Israel Department of Defense. March 28, 2000.
Levy, Yagil. Research Fellow, Hubert Humphrey Institute for Social Research, Ben Gurion
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Rimalt, Zvi. Former Soldier, Israeli Defense Forces. February 28, 2000.
Shapir, Yiftah. Research Fellow, Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies, Tel Aviv University.
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Slozberg, Oren. Program Director, LYRIC. February 28, 2000.
Vitemberg, Ilan. Former Soldier, Israeli Citizen. March 6, 2000.
Walzer, Lee I. Author, Between Sodom to Eden: A Gay Journey Through Today’s
Changing Israel. February 24, 2000.
Yakir, Dan. Association for Citizens’ Rights in Israel. March 25, 2000.
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